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The power of cloud-based RFID
solutions in retail
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The number of RFID implementations in retail is growing and continues to be
explicitly adopted by fashion, sport and shoe retailers. That market alone is
demanding over 10 billion RFID labels per year1. Various projects all over the world
have proven that RFID technology has a positive impact on stock accuracy and
visibility. Accurate stock data is essential to optimize merchandise availability for
shoppers. Since there are a multitude of RFID systems available on the market,
this whitepaper provides more insight into the benefits of cloud-based RFID
solutions in particular.
1

ID TechEx, https://www.idtechex.com/en/research-report/rfid-forecasts-players-and-opportunities-2019-2029/70
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1. How RFID fuels a seamless customer
experience
Customers want to buy anytime, anywhere, and
through any device. The adoption of e-commerce,
marketplaces and shopping apps has proven that
omnichannel shopping is becoming a reality. This
is a mindset and an overall strategy that takes the
customer in the center of all activities.
Delivered over the cloud and smart mobile
applications, RFID makes it easy to automate
in-store stock counting and product tracking.
This results in an in-store stock accuracy of over
98%1 and optimal merchandise availability for
customers. As a consequence, retailers can trust
their stock data and utilize their store-network for
the fulfillment of online orders. Besides overall
availability of the products, the main benefit
for the shopper is that shipping times are much
shorter as items are shipped from the closest
store.

“If you start giving the customers visibility
of what’s in stock and what’s not, and
they come in and see those figures aren’t
correct, it has a massive negative impact
on the customer”
- Doug Gardner, CIO / River Island -

Since (real-time) stock visibility is vital for
an excellent shopping experience, RFID can
optimize omnichannel services like Ship-fromStore, Click-&-Collect, Online Availability Checks,
and In-Store Ordering.
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An RFID feature that is only possible with cloud-based algorithms
Virtual Shielding
RFID is often just “too good” in terms of reading

As a solution, only cloud-based RFID systems can

performance and has its challenges when it comes

provide so called ‘Virtual Shielding’ technology. The

to determining the correct (sub-)location of an item

smart allocation algorithm in the cloud prevents

within the store. That is because RFID can read through

leakage and reliably determines the location of an

walls and floors – especially those thin walls that are

item. Virtual shielding eliminates the high costs for

often used in retail stores. That means that retailers

physical shielding and makes it possible to easily

need to apply shielding to prevent ‘leakage’ and to

provide actionable data to the store staff.

ensure reliable insights regarding what is available on
the sales floor and which items are in the stock room.

1

River Island, https://www.nedap-retail.com/resources/case-studies/riverisland-case-study/
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2. How cloud-based solutions enable
scalability and smooth deployments

Why multi-tenancy matters
The term “multi-tenancy” refers to a software
architecture in which a single instance of the software
runs on a server and serves multiple tenants2. A tenant
is a group of users who share a common access with

Cloud-hosted RFID solutions enable scalable,

Scalability

secure,

RFID

The cloud delivery makes an RFID solution fast

Maximum security

specific privileges to the software instance. With a

deployments. Software as a Service (SaaS)1

and cost-effective to deploy and manage. It is

RFID solutions hold critical stock information of a

multi-tenant architecture, a software application is

applications are known as hosted software,

easy to scale from one to thousands of stores due

retail organization, so it is essential to keep data

designed to provide every tenant a dedicated share of

and they are frequently updated since the

to shared server capacities. With micro-services

secure from outside sources and unauthorized

the instance - including its data, configuration, user

deployment of new releases is available over the

architecture in place, data can be automatically

users within the organization. To keep data safe,

management, individual tenant functionality, and non-

internet into multiple regions around the world.

and directly replicated to multiple data centers.

cloud-based RFID solutions offer enhanced

functional properties.

cost-efficient,

and

smooth

security measures that protect the data at its
A multi-tenant architecture has great advantages:

In a cloud environment, new IT resources are

Increased performance

just one click away. Consequently, a cloud-based

One issue with on-premise solutions is that

setup comes with various benefits:

they require proper setup, on-site installation,

Sustainability

Collaborative software development

and intensive maintenance to function most

The negative environmental impact of electricity

All tenants always have the latest and

efficiently.

generation drives a need to reduce consumption,

greatest version of the application. A feature

With cloud-based solutions, the solution provider

including ongoing efforts to make substantial

developed for one tenant instantly becomes

takes care of hosting the solution for multiple

reductions in the energy used and (supporting)

available for other tenants.

users and, thus ensures the system performs

processes. Cloud solutions aim to minimize any

optimally.

adverse environmental effects of activities and,

Lower operating costs

of course, ‘prevention is better than cure.’

Peak loads can be dimensioned for all

highest standards.

tenants, instead of a single one.

IT lightweight, open & agnostic
A significant hurdle to deploy RFID has typically

No hidden costs

been complex IT integrations demanding efforts

Software-as-a-service models ensure that users

Maximum reliability

from a department that is typically already

pay only for what they need when they need it.

Multiple servers are running the applications,

overtasked. With an API approach, a cloud

For instance, SaaS-based pricing models can be

such that if one server goes down, there

solution is easy to integrate with.

based on a transparent monthly subscription fee

is much more spare capacity than if the

with no hidden costs, such as (virtual) servers,

hardware would be designated for a single

database, or third party licenses. This allows for

tenant.

predictable investments and ease of scale.

1

Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_as_a_service

2

Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multitenancy
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3. How APIs facilitate seamless integrations
First of all, RFID typically does not replace any

There is a lot of talk about APIs in retail and the

from multiple services. More specifically, an API

of the existing backend systems. To a higher

endless opportunities they offer. But what is an

provides access to data in a standardized way and

degree, there are several touchpoints where data

API and why should retailers embrace them?

makes it incredibly easy to develop new features

between the RFID solution and other systems

by combining data streams. Many retailers

is exchanged. You can say that an RFID system

An API (short for application programming

are running initiatives to build dedicated apps

provides them with actual and real-time stock

interface) enables the smooth integration of

based on APIs to connect with customers and

data. Since cloud-based RFID solutions are

software components. The ubiquity of SaaS

streamline store operations. The main objective

accessible via the internet, it is possible to have

applications and the standardization of API

is to personalize the shopping experience and

access to the data from any touchpoint with an

technology have spawned the development

achieve omnichannel engagement.

internet connection.

of lightweight applications that combine data

How RFID keeps ERP-, WMS-, POS and OMS systems up-to-date
Stock records in retail stores are predominantly

system and provides the legacy systems finally

incomplete and subject to distortion from a

with correct stock information! RFID technology

variety of sources like shoplifting and employee

makes it possible to automate the in-store stock

theft, but also administrative errors, markups/

management. By registering stock movements

markdowns, or incorrect deliveries. To reconcile

seamlessly, fast, and accurately, retailers can

these errors in their books, retailers conduct

keep their ERP records updated with the latest

periodic or rolling physical inventory counts to

stock information, trigger replenishment orders

calculate net variance. This means, however, that

before items are sold out and identify the root

the ERP system is typically only updated once in

causes of discrepancies between the ERP data

a great while, leading to unpleasant out-of-stock

and the physical inventory.
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situations and lost sales in the meantime.
Altogether you can say that RFID is an “add-on”
Now, many people wonder about the meaning

for existing ERP and stock management systems

of “stock management” when it comes to

that makes them smarter and enables for real-

considerations about RFID. Does an RFID

time insights. This makes merchandise simply

solution replace existing ERP systems? Of course

available!

not - in point of fact it is connected to the ERP
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4. How to move from on-premise (in)to
the cloud

Migrating an existing on-premise to a cloudbased RFID solution requires a phased approach
that includes assessment, validation, training,
migrations, and operations - with each phase
building on the previous one. Since the design of a
hosted environment is based on a microservices
architecture, migration can be organized flexibly.

1

Assessment
Together with your team, it is

Migration
Finally, making use of a proven

necessary to discover the current

methodology, best practices, tools,

architecture, data structures,

and services are helping to simplify

interfaces, and processes to assess

4

and accelerate the migration.
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cloud migration readiness.

2

Validation
As part of a pre-rollout phase, the

When all the previous steps have

overall system will be validated on

been accomplished, you can start to

scalability as well as functioning in

run your RFID operations on a cloud-

the specific environment.

3

Cloud Operations

5

based solution.

Training
This step is meant to make sure
that all stakeholders will be trained
on the new solution so that the
full functional scope will be used
properly.
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Questions?
We have the answers.
Every industry has its own unique challenges and opportunities. Nedap Retail creates
unique solutions geared to your industry, to help you take full advantage of social,
mobile, cloud, and analytics as you transform your business.
Contact Nedap nedap-retail.com/contact

more information | nedap-retail.com

